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Executive summary

The declared mission of ENDEAVOUR is to advance the Internet interconnection model to a new paradigm through the introduction of Software Defined Network (SDN) technology at one of the central elements of the Internet architecture, the Internet eXchange Point (IXP). While SDN enables a whole new set of services, the implementation of these novel capabilities has additional monitoring requirements. This deliverable surveys the monitoring needs relevant for the new capabilities that SDN brings to the IXP. While the high dynamism that SDN brings requires novel needs in terms of monitoring, it also enables new monitoring capabilities through a more extensive and flexible data gathering. To better understand the opportunities and challenges that SDN-enabled monitoring introduces, this deliverable does a per use-case analysis of monitoring requirements. While deliverable D.4.1 discusses these use cases in detail, the focus here is in identifying the monitoring needs, the available methods, and their limitations. To examine the challenges introduced by the monitoring requirements, we carry out an analysis of the state-of-the-art in the monitoring techniques related to our goal of an SDN enabled IXP. In doing so, we first propose a novel taxonomy to classify existing techniques, and then survey the main techniques employed by networks in general, SDNs, clouds, and how monitoring is also used for security purposes.
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1 Introduction

The deployment of SDN at IXPs leads to new monitoring requirements, to meet the potentially stringent requirements posed by the Service-Level Agreement (SLA) offered. As the network speed increases, the monitoring capabilities need to cope with the corresponding growing traffic volumes. In addition to that, SDN comes with new challenging elements: the dynamic nature of SDN driven by constant automation and broader network’s intelligence, requires the evolution of the current monitoring framework. Moreover, monitoring must be integrated with the SDN control plane. The algorithms controlling the network, implemented as applications within the SDN stack, will rely on real-time data collected by monitoring instances.

General requirements include monitoring of real-time changes, as well as an architecture that scales with the network capacity. As SDN comes to dynamically change the configurations of today’s networks, the current practice of scheduled monitoring verification is insufficient. Furthermore, the time needed to verify configuration files and the data plane state are likely to be incompatible with the dynamism inherent to SDN-based operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use cases</th>
<th>Monitoring requirements</th>
<th>Data plane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control plane</td>
<td>Data plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Balancing</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>traffic volume per physical port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic engineering</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>traffic volume per physical port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peering</td>
<td>control/data plane consistency</td>
<td>traffic volume per physical port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlay</td>
<td>changes in routing entries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>control/data plane consistency</td>
<td>contingent on the specific security aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic steering</td>
<td>BGP announcements</td>
<td>traffic volume per physical port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing As a Service (RAS)</td>
<td>FIB (routes) -convergence time</td>
<td>-consistency with FIB -topology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Monitoring requirements per use case

To better understand monitoring requirements and its challenges, we analyse these two issues separately. First we examine the monitoring re-
requirements for the different use cases of SDN-enabled IXPs as proposed in the literature. While Deliverable 4.1 will make an in depth study of such cases, the analysis here is limited to the type of information that needs to be gathered to adequately monitor the correct implementation of the policies chosen by the Autonomous Systems (ASes). Table 1 provides a summarized view of the key monitoring requirements for each use case. While we used the use cases and whether the specific monitoring requirement affects the control or the data plane as a classification criteria, other classifications are possible. In particular we will explore in future deliverables the use of the Volere specification methodology for requirements [51].

After analysing the monitoring requirements, we examine the challenges that they imply. In doing so, we first provide a classification of the state-of-the-art in monitoring techniques. We then discuss how these techniques are used to cope with the challenges of monitoring highly dynamic systems. Finally, we study how monitoring techniques have been leveraged for security purposes.

2 Monitoring requirements

2.1 Load balancing

Internet content providers typically load balance their clients requests across clusters of servers by manipulating the Domain Name System (DNS). This approach is cost efficient, because it does not requires specialized middle boxes. It comes however at the cost of a slow response to failures due to DNS caching [54]. Solutions to this problem are rather limited, e.g., reducing the DNS Time To Leave (TTL) values leads to more frequent DNS cache misses and therefore higher latency to obtain the DNS responses.

SDN programmability can be leveraged at the IXP [33] to overcome the limitations of content-aware traffic engineering based on DNS tweaking [30, 46]. While load balancing can be handled by taking advantage of SDN flexibility and programmability, legacy layer 2 IXPs typically resort to costly and more complex network equipment and protocols, such as Label Path Switching (LPS) and Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLS).

Monitoring the fabric data plane is fundamental to ensure that the chosen load balancing policy is adequately implemented [33]. In addition, the results obtained from the measurements can also be used to trigger different solutions as new requests arrive. In this context, it is necessary to monitor the volume of traffic per IP destination sent out to a given physical port.
2.2 Inbound and outbound traffic engineering

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) destination-based routing constrains how IXP members control the inbound traffic in their networks. Although IXP customers might take advantage of some BGP attributes to influence how packets enter their ASes [47, 16, 48], the performance of these techniques is very limited [33]. Due to these BGP restrictions, Gupta et al. presents an SDN solution for customers who exchange packets at an IXP and want to have a better control on their incoming traffic. Using SDN enabled switches, e.g., OpenFlow switches, inbound traffic can be controlled using flow forwarding rules based on packets source IP address or input port.

Because outbound traffic engineering does not involve the alteration of route announcements (outside the local AS) to influence how other ASes reach a given destination, control over the egress traffic with BGP is much easier than inbound traffic engineering. By identifying specific routes and tweaking their local preference, an AS can change its default forwarding policy. Nevertheless, it is still limited by the destination-based nature of BGP routing [60]. On the other hand, in an SDN scenario an IXP member could perform outbound traffic engineering based on a specific application through the matching of specific layer four ports.

Outbound and inbound traffic engineering are highly similar from a monitoring requirements point of view. To ensure the correct implementation of policies, the system needs to monitor the amount of packets per physical port (i.e., IP source/destination address pairs, layer four ports, etc.).

2.3 Peering

By introducing multiple approaches that go well beyond the nowadays exclusive BGP-based routing mechanism, SDN’s greater flexibility brings peering at the IXP to a new dimension. For instance, routing based on the packet’s layer 4 ports, allows finer grained decisions on the peering policies as it enables ASes to peer for specific types of applications, such as video streaming. By enlarging the scope of peering to new relationships based on specific packet fields, an SDN enabled IXP can create richer relationships and business cases. This new range of capabilities may result in more complex policies, imposing substantial information needs both for the networks who benefit from it as well as for the IXP who supports them.

As a previous step to filtering the traffic by other packet fields rather than the destination IP address, it is first necessary to ensure that the AS with which the peering is established is the right one. This extent is done by
the peering ASes, which additionally configure the more fine grained policies in the SDN-enabled IXP. Since the ASes are in charge of the control plane aspects, the only monitoring requirements are at the data plane level [33]. Ensuring the proper operation of configured policies, requires monitoring whether the packets appropriately match the right fields.

2.4 Overlay monitoring

Overlay Virtual Networks (OVNs) provide many benefits to the underlying network, such as better load balancing, simplicity and resiliency. However, since multiple encapsulation layers can be in use at the same time, OVN hinder the effectiveness of the monitoring process. In the context of the IXP where the translation between different tunnels will ideally take place (see D.4.1), the monitoring process must be efficiently performed regardless of the OVN used.

For overlays where the control plane is used for MAC learning (as is the case of MP-BGP for EVPN-enabled VXLAN), the monitoring process could keep track of the exchange of routing entries. The information gathered could potentially be fed to the ASes and provide them with valuable information to make future control plane decisions. Some desired measurements would be the amount of traffic per OVN subnet (VNI in VXLAN) and/or a traffic matrix (see 3.2.1) among tunnel endpoints.

The basic requirement for overlay monitoring on the data plane is the ability to implement Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), allowing the discovery of all encapsulation layers, so as to allow traffic classification and measurements per overlay network. This extent can only be realized within the constraints resulting from encryption, which result in large computational requirements and significant privacy concerns. Due to privacy concerns new way to encrypt and monitor the data plane are worth considering [15].

2.5 Security

Monitoring the network status is the first step to prevent attacks. When a network detects a security threat it can react by filtering out the unwanted traffic, i.e., passing or dropping the traffic according to a previously decided criteria. For instance, blackholing was recently introduced and implemented at various IXP. IXP employ blackholing to discard unwanted traffic, for example during a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. Another key

1 https://www.de-cix.net/products-services/de-cix-frankfurt/blackholing/ [Last accessed 22.06.2015]
example is the possibility to prevent the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) storm effect. This can be done by filtering out location discovery traffic at the exchange when the amount of ARP packets rapidly increases (because of network failure or network attacks). A common practice to reduce the amount of location discovery traffic in today's IXPs is the use of the ARP sponge server. By installing filtering policies directly in the OpenFlow-enabled switches, SDN provides an alternative. Excessive amount of ARP requests could also be handled by the controller. Another possibility is to have the controller directly answering ARP requests or completely avoid broadcast through direct forwarding to the IP destination of the ARP request.

The monitoring requirements strictly depend on the security aspects that the IXP wants to tackle and its dimension. As an example, ARP storm effect prevention at large IXPs is a necessary feature. In this case, the SDN controller should be able to monitor the amount of location discovery traffic into the network to trigger appropriate filtering policies when it exceeds a predefined threshold.

Another case is the detection of DDoS attacks, a task for which OpenFlow-enabled switches are particularly useful. Because a DDoS attack generally attempts to interrupt or suspend services of a host connected to the Internet by overwhelming its ability to handle the requests, constant monitoring of the traffic towards a given target (e.g., a layer 3 address) is the first step to detect and filter out these kind of attacks.

2.6 Enabling services

2.6.1 Traffic steering

Traffic steering refers to the redirectioning of traffic towards middleboxes within a network based on some predefined rule.

Middleboxes are commonly placed in strategic points of a network to provide security, monitoring, and other, services. Because of the prohibitive cost of placing middleboxes ubiquitously, these ASes manipulate traffic to make it pass through the desired middleboxes. One example is the announcement of BGP prefixes to direct packets to a network appliance where the traffic will be analyzed. This mechanism often gets more traffic than necessary and is also error prone, since a misconfiguration could redirect the wrong packets to the middleboxes. An approach to address these issues is SDN. With SDN-enabled switches, redirectioning of flows subsets is simpler and can also be based on specific fields besides the IP address destination.
The monitoring requirements for traffic steering strictly depend on the technique enabled. In most of the cases, the network administrator decides to redirect a given flow to a middlebox when a specific event in the network occurs (i.e., a new flow is seen in the network). Whenever this event is control plane-related (i.e., new BGP announcements), monitoring at the control plane level is needed.

2.6.2 Routing as A Service (RAS)

RAS was a SDN predecessor, which already presented a clear separation of the control and data planes [38]. In RAS, the task of computing the route between source and destination is outsourced to an external entity. The advent of SDN has revitalized the idea of RAS as a powerful tool to change the routing picture of the Internet [42]. As peering fabrics, IXPs seems to be natural aspirants to embrace new routing mechanisms. Currently, IXPs members peer among them through BGP sessions originated from their own routers. By supplying routing services, IXPs could free their members from the drawbacks of BGP and push a new era of innovation on Inter-domain routing.

Because of the clear decoupling on the tasks of route calculation and packet forwarding, monitoring requirements for RAS involves both control and data planes. Control plane monitoring in RAS involves two basic aspects:

- **Forwarding Information Base (FIB).** The routes computed in the control plane are translated to forwarding information into the data plane. Thus, it is important to monitor the control plane FIB in order to verify whether the SDN-enabled switches reflect the correct routes.

- **Convergence time.** The convergence time of the route calculation algorithm is an important metric to understand the overhead of outsourcing routing. This information gives useful feedback to calibrate the configuration of hello-based protocols, like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), or even to switch to more efficient route calculation mechanisms.

Data plane monitoring requirements imply the two following elements:

- **FIB.** To ensure consistence with the routes calculated by the control plane, the forwarding information in the switches need to be monitored.

- **Topology changes.** Depending of the route calculation algorithm, topology changes in the data plane may affect the computation on the
control plane. For this reason the topology must be monitored in order to allow the control plane to promptly react to modifications. Also, network operators could benefit from the history of topology changes to identify possible network bottlenecks and typical points of failure.

3 Challenges in monitoring

While the previous section examined the type of information that must be collected to monitor and ensure a correct implementation of the different capabilities enabled by SDN, this section analyzes the challenges to implement such monitoring. To better understand the state-of-the-art in monitoring techniques, we first propose a taxonomy for its classification. Then we elaborate on the current and proposed monitoring techniques at different levels: for networks in general, for SDN, and finally for cloud computing. Note that cloud monitoring is included here not only due to its close relationship with SDN, but also because its great relevance at the IXPs. Finally we also discuss how monitoring is currently leveraged for security purposes.

3.1 Taxonomy of monitoring methods

With a large body of existing knowledge in monitoring, we first provide a practical classification of the state-of-the-art. This taxonomy takes into account the dual perspective of SDN and IXPs, and provides a classification along functional, topological, and methodological dimensions.

Functional: The monitoring system of a network is aimed at one or more of the following functions:

- **SLA enforcement**: metric collection-based monitoring aims at collecting volume measurements and statistics for overall throughput, local and/or global delay. This helps to: 1) quantify the performance of, e.g., newly instantiated Virtual Machine (VM) deployment to produce an initial benchmark that can determine whether the deployment meets the acceptable performance; or/and 2) examine the performance of a certain deployment to determine if/how often the performance drops under the acceptable performance requirement.

- **Management**: this class of monitoring aims at the definition, enforcement and reporting of access control lists for SDN Overlay encapsulations (tunnels, VETPs) and/or input for load balancers (ECMP/LAG, BGP, DNS).
• **Security:** this class of monitoring assists in attack, intrusion and DDoS detection and firewalls. Monitoring mechanisms perform traffic characterization and automatic behaviour classification to identify malicious traffic and prevent attacks.

**Topological:** According to the scope of the monitoring process in a network, it can be classified as:

• **Local:** typically performed at the core of the network, at each graph vertex, it measures queue occupancy (port, link or interface).

• **Path:** performed at the edge of the network, it measures throughput and latency on one or more graph paths.

• **Global:** more recent methods aim at global monitoring, measuring all the components of the network graph, creating congestion matrices, heatmaps [6].

**Methodological:** Based on the methodology used for measuring or estimating the appropriate metrics, monitoring can be classified as:

• **Sampling:** typically performed at one graph vertex (queue, port, link etc.), it can be direct (measuring absolute values of various metrics) or indirect (measuring the delta between 2 measurements)

• **Packet capture (Pcap):** performed at one core vertex or edge by capturing traversing packets (incoming and outgoing).

• **Probing/Telemetry:** Performed edge-to-edge, aims at collecting statistics for the interconnecting path such as Round Trip Time (RTT) or drop rate.

• **Statistical analysis:** typically performed offline (inferential, tomography, logs post-processing, etc.).

### 3.2 Existing monitoring techniques

#### 3.2.1 General network monitoring

Despite the extensive literature on network monitoring, telemetry and topology, the current state-of-the-art in hardware network monitoring has remained limited to sampling a few, possibly isolated, links with a granularity in the 0.01s to 1s range such as sFlow [14], NetFlow [19] and SNMP [13].
While traffic matrix-based approaches facilitate decision making based on information gathered from the monitoring and measurements within the network in sFlow [63], IPFIX [18], or Netflow [20, 27] most of them suffer from limited visibility of port based counters.

### 3.2.2 SDN Monitoring

SDN enables novel monitoring capabilities but also imposes new monitoring requirements. While OpenFlow and OpenStack offer new monitoring capabilities and APIs (e.g., richer per flow state, new counters and statistics, etc.) [45], SDN introduces new elements (overlays, tunnels, hypervisors and container/dockers, vswitches and vNICs) whose monitoring proves to be challenging [8, 23].

While traffic matrices are crucial for capacity planning, traffic engineering and routing protocol configuration [61, 58], traffic matrix estimation is problematic [68]. To address the limitations of current traffic matrix estimation methods in SDNs, new proposals such as [67, 26, 62, 32] have emerged.

### 3.2.3 Cloud monitoring

Cloud monitoring is crucial [64] to accurately quantify the performance provided by the infrastructure. While new monitoring techniques are being continuously proposed [37, 9, 36, 35, 6], these techniques typically face significant challenges with regard to scale, rapidity, detection, localization, and diagnose of performance problems [29].

### 3.2.4 Overlay monitoring

The popularity of tunnels and overlays (for instance to implement remote peering [14]) further complicates the challenges of SDN monitoring at the IXP. High volumes of encapsulated traffic introduces further complexity by requiring DPI techniques to enable monitoring.

The orchestration, management, load balancing, protection and isolation of the virtualized systems of today’s cloud depend on the timely access to datacenter’s internal state (e.g., load, occupancy, utilization), including all the layers of the physical and virtual components [64, 65, 6].

With an overwhelming variety of virtualization techniques [17, 39, 55, 31, 12, 41], VXLAN is emerging as the de-facto standard for the future of SDN-based OVN/tunneling [3] for datacenter networks.

While scalability remains limited, an emerging Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard [34, 52] that uses MP-BGP for MAC learning in
the control plane addresses the problem and extends the VXLAN across a WAN [3]. This solutions are particularly relevant as they open the door to the creation of multi-cloud services and platform-neutral “super”-overlays at SDN-enabled IXPs.

### Cloud Transports and Tunnels Optimization

Although the Internet is currently dominated by Transport Control Protocol (TCP)/User Datagram Protocol (UDP), virtualized datacenters move towards performance-optimized transport protocols. With TCP suffering from excessive limitations for the highly demanding virtualized datacenters, new protocols have been proposed. In monitoring Congestion Datacenter TCP (DCTCP) [5], a TCP transport protocol developed by Microsoft for datacenter networks, goes beyond TCP capabilities by reacting to the extent of congestion and not just to its mere presence. This finer level of control allows DCTCP to operate with very low buffer occupancies while simultaneously achieving high throughput. Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) [49, 53] is another modification of TCP. MPTCP can outperform TCP [49] by offering path redundancy through the simultaneous use of several IP-addresses/interfaces. The Fast and Secure Protocol (FASP) [28] overcomes the performance bottleneck of TCP when moving massive data, particularly for WANs with large bandwidth, high round-trip time and packet loss. zFabric [22], an SDN-based tunnelling transport mechanism built on zOVN [23], combines the ubiquity of TCP with the performance of UDP and RDMA, resulting in order of magnitude lighter protocol stacks. This advances raise the question of whether “losslessness” can be extended beyond a single datacenter/PoD to an SDN-enabled IXP.

### 3.3 Security via monitoring

Attack and intrusion detection, DDoS detection, Firewall (h/w or as NFV) [66] mechanisms have been proposed for traffic characterization and automatic behaviour classification (to identify malicious traffic).

New traffic analysis techniques offer higher capabilities which lead to better intrusion detection [59] while still providing a lightweight approach [65].

### 4 Monitoring capabilities of contemporary switches

Continuing on the analysis of commercially-available switches described in [2], work is being performed towards evaluating the pros and cons of their moni-
toring capabilities, with respect to the specific monitoring requirements that we envision for the ENDEAVOUR ecosystem.

Most switches rely on SNMP polling [13], sFlow [44], and the OpenFlow object database [40] for monitoring. These tools have their measurement data going through the switch CPU, and thus are limited in speed by the CPU’s overall capabilities and load at the moment that the process takes place. For example, OpenFlow provides two measurement techniques to monitor the network: packet_in messages and flow counters. In practice though, neither of these mechanisms are either scalable or provide low-latency measurements. The packet_in messages are limited to at most a few hundreds per second [56, 25] and they only provide data when a flow first appears or expires. Port and flow counters on the other hand are typically only updated every second [26], which is too slow to identify even medium-sized flows [10]. sFlow is similarly constricted by the CPU performance [57, 50]. Increasing the packet sampling rate applies extra burden on the switch CPU, and has been shown to peak at 300 or 350 samples per second on state-of-the-art switches.

The Brocade, Mellanox, and Arista switches (see [2]) offer port mirroring as an alternative. Port mirroring is a mechanism that copies all packets flowing through a subset of the switch’s ports to a monitoring port for telemetry and security purposes. Bypassing the switch CPU in the path of the monitoring data, grants monitoring techniques based on port mirroring a better performance, faster than sFlow-based techniques by a factor of 10 [50]. However, such methods have not been tested at higher network scales and line rates, where an impactful overhead of monitoring ports per switch is required.

More integrated monitoring solutions are implemented in various switch operating systems. As examples, Broadcom’s BroadView [21], Arista CloudVision [7], and Cumulus Linux [24] (available for a wide range of commercial hardware) promise real-time reporting of measurements such as queue-length and buffer utilization.

Finally, it should be noted that the Broadcom Trident II is the only switch that implements high-speed packet and queue sampling through the data-path, although it is often not enabled on COTS switches that use the chipset (as is the case of Arista switches). This is performed by the IEEE 802.1Qau standard, Quantized Congestion Notification (QCN) [4], a suitable candidate for microsecond scale port monitoring through the data-path, that bypasses both the limitations of the switch CPU and the scalability issues of port mirroring.
5 Conclusions

By introducing SDN technology at large IXPs, ENDEAVOUR strives to shift the Internet interconnection model to a new, more advanced paradigm. The whole new range of capabilities enabled by SDN technologies is accompanied by new monitoring requirements as well as monitoring possibilities. This deliverable surveys the monitoring needs, opportunities, and challenges that SDN brings to the IXP. We began by studying which are the monitoring requirements for the use cases analysed in Deliverable 4.1. Then, to understand the new opportunities and challenges, this deliverable first examined what are the novel requirements to implement the promised new capabilities enabled by SDN and then explored the challenges by reviewing the state-of-the-art in monitoring techniques.
6 Acronyms

SDN  Software Defined Network
BGP  Border Gateway Protocol
IXP  Internet eXchange Point
SLA  Service-Level Agreement
AS   Autonomous System
RAS  Routing As a Service
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DNS  Domain Name System
TTL  Time To Leave
LPS  Label Path Switching
VPLS Virtual Private LAN Services
OVN Overlay Virtual Network
DPI  Deep Packet Inspection
FIB  Forwarding Information Base
VM   Virtual Machine
RTT  Round Trip Time
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
DCTCP Congestion Datacenter TCP
MPTCP Multi-Path TCP
FASP Fast and Secure Protocol
TCP  Transport Control Protocol
UDP  User Datagram Protocol
QCN  Quantized Congestion Notification
ARP  Address Resolution Protocol
OSPF Open Shortest Path First
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